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The Personality Puzzle
For every Skinny Bitch, there's a kick-ass man just as
eager to take control of his weight and health. The
New York Times bestselling authors now share their
tips for turning Dad bods into Skinny Bastards. What's
good for the bitch is good for the bastard. Hundreds
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of thousands of women have been inspired to "use
their head" and get real about the food they eat after
reading the best-selling manifesto Skinny Bitch. But it
turns out some men have been reading over their
girlfriends' shoulders. Professional athletes such as
Milwaukee Brewers' Prince Fielder and the Dallas
Mavericks' Jerry Stackhouse have adopted a whole
new eating plan because of the book. Now authors
Rory Freedman and Kim Barnouin think it's time for
the guys to have a book of their own. In Skinny
Bastard, they'll explain why the macho "meat and
potatoes" diet is total crap, why having a gut is uncool (and a turn-off), and how to get buff on the right
foods. Eating well shouldn't be a "girlie" thing-and the
Bitches will whip any man into shape with their
straight-talk, sound guidance, and locker room
language.

One Big Soul: An Oral History of Terrence
Malick
The story begins, as stories do in all good thrillers,
with a botched robbery and a police chase. Eight
Apuleian vases of the fourth century B.C. are
discovered in the swimming pool of a German-based
art smuggler. More valuable than the recovery of the
vases, however, is the discovery of the smuggler's
card index detailing his deals and dealers. It reveals
the existence of a web of tombaroli—tomb raiders—
who steal classical artifacts, and a network of dealers
and smugglers who spirit them out of Italy and into
the hands of wealthy collectors and museums. Peter
Watson, a former investigative journalist for the
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London Sunday Times and author of two previous
exposés of art world scandals, names the key figures
in this network that has depleted Europe's classical
artifacts. Among the loot are the irreplaceable and
highly collectable vases of Euphronius, the equivalent
in their field of the sculpture of Bernini or the painting
of Michelangelo. The narrative leads to the doors of
some major institutions: Sothebys, the Getty Museum
in L.A., the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, and the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York among them.
Filled with great characters and human drama, The
Medici Conspiracy authoritatively exposes another
shameful round in one of the oldest games in the
world: theft, smuggling and duplicitous dealing, all in
the name of art.

The Stuff of Family Life
The Personality Puzzle continues to lead the market
by captivating students with David Funder 's fresh,
masterful writing. New material on important research
areas such as development and health, streamlined
presentation of methods and assessment and added
data graphics presented in a stunning new full-colour
design make the seventh edition an even richer
teaching tool.

Skinny Bastard
The Friendship Cure
“Compelling, and so beautifully written…’The Mind
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Club’ deftly brings the most up-to-date research
about other minds to readers of all backgrounds. It
may cause you to think differently about crime and
punishment, about business transactions and health
care, and even about the upcoming elections. Things
might just start looking up.”–The Wall Street Journal
From dogs to gods, the science of understanding
mysterious minds—including your own. Nothing
seems more real than the minds of other people.
When you consider what your boss is thinking or
whether your spouse is happy, you are admitting
them into the "mind club." It’s easy to assume other
humans can think and feel, but what about a cow, a
computer, a corporation? What kinds of mind do they
have? Daniel M. Wegner and Kurt Gray are awardwinning psychologists who have discovered that
minds—while incredibly important—are a matter of
perception. Their research opens a trove of new
findings, with insights into human behavior that are
fascinating, frightening and funny. The Mind Club
explains why we love some animals and eat others,
why people debate the existence of God so intensely,
how good people can be so cruel, and why robots
make such poor lovers. By investigating the mind
perception of extraordinary targets—animals,
machines, comatose people, god—Wegner and Gray
explain what it means to have a mind, and why it
matters so much. Fusing cutting-edge research and
personal anecdotes, The Mind Club explores the moral
dimensions of mind perception with wit and
compassion, revealing the surprisingly simple basis
for what compels us to love and hate, to harm and to
protect. From the Hardcover edition.
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Personality 101
Our kitchens are ground zero when it comes to food
waste, excess packaging and confusing ethical
choices. What you buy, cook and eat has a much
bigger impact than the bag you carry it in. Inspiring,
practical and above all simple, The Less Waste No
Fuss Kitchen is designed for busy people who want
to make changes without rethinking their whole lives.

Lindsay Miles, of Treading My Own Path and Less
Stuff, will help you to:
Avoid single-use packaging, even at the
supermarket.
Switch up your daily staples to reduce your
carbon footprint.
Make the most of your pantry, fridge and
freezer to avoid food waste.
Confidently adapt recipes to use what you
have.
There really might be such thing as a (waste) free
lunch.

George W. Bush and the Redemptive
Dream
Bedford Book of Genres is a multimodal text that uses
guided readings and processes and a new Part Two on
the writing process to teach students to read and
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write in any genre.

The Word Snoop
Welcome to tha Boss Dogg's Kitchen The first
cookbook and recipe book from Tha Dogg: You've
seen Snoop work his culinary magic on VH1's Emmynominated Martha and Snoop's Potluck Dinner Party,
and now, Tha Dogg's up in your kitchenwith his first
cookbook. Recipe book that delivers 50 recipes
straight from Snoop's own collection: Snoop's
cookbook features OG staples like Baked Mac &
Cheese and Fried Bologna Sandwiches with Chips,
and new takes on classic weeknight faves like Soft
Flour Tacos and Easy Orange Chicken. And it don't
stopSnoop's giving a taste of the high life with
remixes on upper echelon fare such as Lobster
Thermidor and Filet Mignon. But we gotta keep it G
with those favorite munchies too, ya know? From
chewy Starbursts to those glorious Frito BBQ Twists,
you should have an arsenal of snacks that'll satisfy.
And of course, no party is complete without that Gin
and Juice and other platinum ways to entertain. If
you're a fan of celebrity cookbooks such as Bob's
Burgers, Magnolia Table Cookbook, Margaritaville
cookbook, or the Gilmore Girls Eat Like a Gilmore; the
Doggfather's got you covered – complete with epic
stories and behind-the-scenes photos that bring his
masterpieces to life.

The Tell
Explores the psychology behind style choices which
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explains why women do not dress their age, wear all
the clothing they purchase, or dress to flatter their
body shape, in order to help them develop a personal
style and make life changes.

You Are What You Wear
"A provocative look at how our private spaces--from
boardroom to bedroom--reveal our personalities. For
ten years psychologist Sam Gosling has been
studying how people project (and protect) their inner
selves. By exploring our private worlds (desks,
bedrooms, even our clothes and our cars), he shows
not only how we showcase our personalities in
unexpected--and unplanned--ways, but also how we
create personality in the first place, communicate it
others, and interpret the world around us. When it
comes to the most essential components of our
personalities--from friendliness to flexibility--the
things we own and the way we arrange them often
say more about us than even our most intimate
conversations. If you know what to look for, you can
figure out how reliable a new boyfriend is by peeking
into his medicine cabinet, or whether an employee is
committed to her job by analyzing her cubicle"--From
publisher description.

Stuff Every Graduate Should Know
Quirk
Warning! Anyone caught reading this notebook
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without my permission will be tossed in the bayou
with a rabid snapping turtle! Seriously, I mean it! My
name is Russell Weinwright and if you think you've
got problems in middle school, try being a half kid,
half algae swamp creature who's terrible at sports!
It's not easy. I eat sunlight for lunch, I've got duck
weed for hair, and I think a frog might be living in my
tree trunk arm. I'm literally pond scum! Some kids call
me Swamp Kid, but my best friends Charlotte and
Preston keep me sane. I wish I could let you read this
notebook to get the real scoop on being an eighthgrade outsider (please ignore the doodles and
ketchup stains!), but things have gotten a little crazy
lately. Men in black are spying on me, my science
teacher might be an evil mastermind, and a hulking
beast in the bayou may or may not be my super
swamp mentor. Believe me, you don't wanna know!
Turn back now! This is The Secret Spiral of Swamp Kid
by writer and illustrator Kirk Scroggs, and you'll never
look at middle school the same way again.

The Redemptive Self
A clear-eyed account of learning how to lead in a
chaotic world, by General Jim Mattis--the former
Secretary of Defense and one of the most formidable
strategic thinkers of our time--and Bing West, a
former assistant secretary of defense and combat
Marine. Call Sign Chaos is the account of Jim Mattis's
storied career, from wide-ranging leadership roles in
three wars to ultimately commanding a quarter of a
million troops across the Middle East. Along the way,
Mattis recounts his foundational experiences as a
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leader, extracting the lessons he has learned about
the nature of warfighting and peacemaking, the
importance of allies, and the strategic dilemmas--and
short-sighted thinking--now facing our nation. He
makes it clear why America must return to a strategic
footing so as not to continue winning battles but
fighting inconclusive wars. Mattis divides his book into
three parts: direct leadership, executive leadership,
and strategic leadership. In the first part, Mattis
recalls his early experiences leading Marines into
battle, when he knew his troops as well as his own
brothers. In the second part, he explores what it
means to command thousands of troops and how to
adapt your leadership style to ensure your intent is
understood by your most junior troops so that they
can own their mission. In the third part, Mattis
describes the challenges and techniques of leadership
at the strategic level, where military leaders reconcile
war's grim realities with political leaders' human
aspirations, where complexity reigns and the
consequences of imprudence are severe, even
catastrophic. Call Sign Chaos is a memoir of lifelong
learning, following along as Mattis rises from Marine
recruit to four-star general. It is a journey learning to
lead and a story about how he, through constant
study and action, developed a unique leadership
philosophy--one relevant to us all.

Don't Think Pink
Who are you? It’s the most fundamental of human
questions. Are you the type of person who tilts at
windmills, or the one who prefers to view them from
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the comfort of an air-conditioned motorcoach? Our
personalities are endlessly fascinating—not just to
ourselves but also to our spouses, our parents, our
children, our co-workers, our neighbors. As a highly
social species, humans have to navigate among an
astonishing variety of personalities. But how did all
these different permutations come about? And what
purpose do they serve? With her trademark wit and
sly humor, Hannah Holmes takes readers into the
amazing world of personality and modern brain
science. Using the Five Factor Model, which slices
temperaments into the major factors (Extraversion,
Neuroticism, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and
Openness) and minor facets (such as impulsive,
artistic, or cautious), Holmes demonstrates how our
genes and brains dictate which factors and facets
each of us displays. Are you a Nervous Nelly? Your
amygdala is probably calling the shots. Hyperactive
Hal? It’s all about the dopamine. Each facet took root
deep in the evolution of life on Earth, with Nature
allowing enough personal variation to see a species
through good times and bad. Just as there are
introverted and extroverted people, there are
introverted and extroverted mice, and even starfish.
In fact, the personality genes we share with mice
make them invaluable models for the study of
disorders like depression, schizophrenia, and anxiety.
Thus it is deep and ancient biases that guide your
dealings with a very modern world. Your personality
helps to determine the political party you support, the
car you drive, the way you eat M&Ms, and the
likelihood that you’ll cheat on your spouse. Drawing
on data from top research laboratories, the lives of
her eccentric friends, the conflicts that plague her
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own household, and even the habits of her two pet
mice, Hannah Holmes summarizes the factors that
shape you. And what she proves is that it does take
all kinds. Even the most irksome and trying
personality you’ve ever encountered contributes to
the diversity of our species. And diversity is the key to
our survival.

From Crook to Cook
Every day we make predictions based on limited
information, in business and at home. Will this
company’s stock performance continue? Will the job
candidate I just interviewed be a good employee?
What kind of adult will my child grow up to be? We
tend to dismiss our predictive minds as prone to bias
and mistakes, but in The Tell, psychologist Matthew
Hertenstein reveals that our intuition is surprisingly
good at using small clues to make big predictions,
and shows how we can make better decisions by
homing in on the right details. Just as expert poker
players use their opponents’ tells to see through their
bluffs, Hertenstein shows that we can likewise train
ourselves to read physical cues to significantly
increase our predictive acumen. By looking for certain
clues, we can accurately call everything from election
results to the likelihood of marital success, IQ scores
to sexual orientation—even from flimsy evidence,
such as an old yearbook photo or a silent one-minute
video. Moreover, by understanding how people read
our body language, we can adjust our own behavior
so as to ace our next job interview or tip the dating
scales in our favor. Drawing on rigorous research in
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psychology and brain science, Hertenstein shows us
how to hone our powers of observation to increase
our predictive capacities. A charming testament to
the power of the human mind, The Tell will, to
paraphrase Sherlock Holmes, show us how to notice
what we see.

Advanced Methods for Conducting Online
Behavioral Research
The cofounders of ReachWomen--a firm specializing in
and advising clients on the behavior of women as
consumer--help marketers see their brands through a
woman's eyes, unlocking the secrets to developing
products, services, and marketing strategies that truly
resonate with female buyers.

Theories of Personality
Meet the Word Snoop. She?s dashing and daring and
witty as can be?and no one knows more about the
evolution of the English language than she does.
Luckily, she?s spilling her secrets in this gem of a
book. From the first alphabet in 4000 BC, to
anagrams, palindromes, and modern-day text
messages, readers will learn all about the fascinating
twists and turns our fair language has taken to
become what it is today. With playful black-and-white
illustrations, riddles to solve, and codes to break, The
Word Snoop is definitive proof that words can spark
the imagination and are anything but dull. This is a
book for every aspiring writer, and every true reader.
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Some We Love, Some We Hate, Some We
Eat
Much more fun to be had with the English language at
the hands of this literary duo. Discover hidden and
silent languages, the secrets of grammar, dying
words, and newborn words

Drunk Tank Pink
Laying Down the Law presents 25 no-nonsense rules
that teach your kids values and discipline from the
inside out NBC Today show expert Dr. Ruth Peters
shares her best and newest advice for helping
families restore order and keep the peace with
proven, painless methods that once and for all get
your children to: Understand and follow your family's
values Do their work when and how YOU want it
done-- without whining Follow your rules, even when
their friends don't Develop compassion and empathy
Now, you'll know: When snooping in their rooms is
okay-- and how to do it When making peace is the
WORST thing you can do The 5 questions you must
ask your teenager every time he leaves the house
Why your kids should earn their privileges-- and how
to get them to

Honey Badger Don't Care
Drawn from Paradise is David Attenborough’s journey
through the cultural history of the birds of paradise,
one of the most exquisite and extravagant, colourful
and intriguing families of birds.
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I'm The White Guy - The Snoop Dogg
Edition
A talented young musical performer struggles for
survival in some of southern California's most
disadvantaged neighborhoods, an effort that is
complicated by his drug entanglements.

The Less Waste No Fuss Kitchen
Reviewers exhaust superlatives when it comes to the
science fiction of Peter F. Hamilton. His complex and
engaging novels, which span thousands of years–and
light-years–are as intellectually stimulating as they
are emotionally fulfilling. Now, with The Dreaming
Void, the first volume in a trilogy set in the same farfuture as his acclaimed Commonwealth saga,
Hamilton has created his most ambitious and gripping
space epic yet. The year is 3589, fifteen hundred
years after Commonwealth forces barely staved off
human extinction in a war against the alien Prime.
Now an even greater danger has surfaced: a threat to
the existence of the universe itself. At the very heart
of the galaxy is the Void, a self-contained
microuniverse that cannot be breached, cannot be
destroyed, and cannot be stopped as it steadily
expands in all directions, consuming everything in its
path: planets, stars, civilizations. The Void has existed
for untold millions of years. Even the oldest and most
technologically advanced of the galaxy’s sentient
races, the Raiel, do not know its origin, its makers, or
its purpose. But then Inigo, an astrophysicist studying
the Void, begins dreaming of human beings who live
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within it. Inigo’s dreams reveal a world in which
thoughts become actions and dreams become reality.
Inside the Void, Inigo sees paradise. Thanks to the
gaiafield, a neural entanglement wired into most
humans, Inigo’s dreams are shared by hundreds of
millions–and a religion, the Living Dream, is born, with
Inigo as its prophet. But then he vanishes. Suddenly
there is a new wave of dreams. Dreams broadcast by
an unknown Second Dreamer serve as the inspiration
for a massive Pilgrimage into the Void. But there is a
chance that by attempting to enter the Void, the
pilgrims will trigger a catastrophic expansion, an
accelerated devourment phase that will swallow up
thousands of worlds. And thus begins a desperate
race to find Inigo and the mysterious Second
Dreamer. Some seek to prevent the Pilgrimage;
others to speed its progress–while within the Void, a
supreme entity has turned its gaze, for the first time,
outward. . . . BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt
from Peter F. Hamilton's The Temporal Void.

Perspectives on Personality
I'm The White Guy ? The Snoop Dogg Edition details
the evolution of Soren Baker's relationship with global
entertainment icon Snoop Dogg. Baker began
listening to Snoop's work in 1992. Baker first met
Snoop and interviewed him in 1997 and developed a
friendship with him soon thereafter. The book
documents Baker's interaction with Snoop, Snoop's
music and Snoop's associates.

Handbook of Closeness and Intimacy
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Accurate and authoritative, "Theories of Personality"
by Jess and Gregory Feist presents 23 leading
theories of personality in a thorough, interesting and
logical manner. The book begins with an introductory
chapter designed to acquaint students with the
meaning of personality and provide them with a solid
foundation for understanding the nature of theory and
its crucial contributions to science. The next
seventeen chapters present twenty-three major
theories with a fresh approach and a more complete
view encompassing, a biographical sketch of each
theorist, related research and applications to real life.
When appropriate, the authors point out ways in
which the theorists' life experiences may have helped
shape her or his theory.

Laying Down the Law
Having won the Palme D’or at the 2011 Cannes Film
Festival for his fifth film feature, The Tree of Life, film
writer and director Terrence Malick has become one
of the most intriguing of cinema personalities. Now in
its 3rd edition, ONE BIG SOUL: AN ORAL HISTORY OF
TERRENCE MALICK is the first ever full-length oral
biography of the mysterious director of Badlands,
Days of Heaven, The Thin Red Line, The New World,
The Tree of Life, To the Wonder and Knight of Cups.
The cinematic world of Terrence Malick is explored by
those that have known, worked with or experienced
Terrence Malick’s private universe up close and
personal. Using previously published interviews and
articles, as well as material researched by the author,
ONE BIG SOUL: AN ORAL HISTORY OF TERRENCE
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MALICK promises to be an instantly readable and
informative account of one of the world’s most
reclusive and enigmatic filmmakers. Now including
five interviews with Terrence Malick never-before
collected into one volume.

The Secret Spiral of Swamp Kid
Does putting your smartphone on the dinner table
impact your relationships? How does where you place
your TV in your home affect your family? The Stuff of
Family Life takes readers inside the changing world of
families through a unique examination of their stuff.
From digital family photo albums to the growing
popularity of “man caves,” author Michelle Janning
looks at not only what large demographic studies say
about family dynamics but also what our lives—and
the stuff in them—say about how we relate to each
other. The book takes readers through various phases
of family life, including dating, marriage, parenting,
divorce, and aging, while paying attention to how our
choices about our spaces and objects impact our
lives. Janning has joked, “I'm not a social scientist
who uses large national datasets to illustrate family
life; I’m the social scientist who asks people to
examine what’s in their underwear drawers to tell
stories about their family life.” From underwear
drawers to calendars, The Stuff of Family Life offers
an illuminating and entertaining look at the
complexities of American families today.

Own Your Space
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George W. Bush remains a highly controversial figure,
a man for whom millions of Americans have very
strong feelings. Dan McAdams' book offers an astute
psychological portrait of Bush, one of the first
biographies to appear since he left office as well as
the first to draw systematically from personality
science to analyze his life. McAdams, an international
leader in personality psychology and the narrative
study of lives, focuses on several key events in Bush's
life, such as the death of his sister at age 7, his
commitment to sobriety on his 40th birthday, and his
reaction to the terrorist attacks of September 11, and
his decision to invade Iraq. He sheds light on Bush's
life goals, the story he constructed to make sense of
his life, and the psychological dynamics that account
for his behavior. Although there are many popular
biographies of George W. Bush, McAdams' is the first
true psychological analysis based on established
theories and the latest research. Short and focused,
written in an engaging style, this book offers a truly
penetrating look at our forty-third president.

Into the Wild
Never before has wildlife narration been this bold and
this hilarious. More than 40 million people have
viewed Randall’s honey badger video, “The Crazy
Nastyass Honey Badger.” “It has no regard for anyone
or anything—it just takes what it wants! What a little
badass!” When viewing wildlife footage, who hasn’t
thought at times, “Ewww! What the hell is that?!”
Randall thinks it — and says so! In Honey Badger
Don’t Care, Randall examines and humorously
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informs on a dozen crazy, nasty animals of the wild
kingdom employing his unique style of telling it like it
is! His wildlife writing is refreshingly honest. If an
animal scares Randall, he’s not afraid to share. Unlike
most nature writers, Randall doesn’t deliver the
sugarcoated or drab description. He “goes there” and
shares his true feelings with his audience. Because of
this, his readers feel that they can relate. Randall
loves animals—even the ones that terrify him. He may
not agree with how these animals conduct themselves
in the world, but Randall wants everyone to know who
they are. Just as he introduced the world to the honey
badger, the Jesus lizard, and others, so will Randall
shed light on twelve bizarre and interesting animals.
Designed with callouts, sidebars, and more than fifty
photos, Honey Badger Don’t Care presents a wildlife
book for adults—hilarious, irreverent, profane, yet
charming, chatty, and informative. Don’t be
stupid—buy this book!

The Mind Club
In April 1992 a young man from a well-to-do family
hitchhiked to Alaska and walked alone into the
wilderness north of Mt. McKinley. His name was
Christopher Johnson McCandless. He had given
$25,000 in savings to charity, abandoned his car and
most of his possessions, burned all the cash in his
wallet, and invented a new life for himself. Four
months later, his decomposed body was found by a
moose hunter. How McCandless came to die is the
unforgettable story of Into the Wild. Immediately after
graduating from college in 1991, McCandless had
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roamed through the West and Southwest on a vision
quest like those made by his heroes Jack London and
John Muir. In the Mojave Desert he abandoned his car,
stripped it of its license plates, and burned all of his
cash. He would give himself a new name, Alexander
Supertramp, and , unencumbered by money and
belongings, he would be free to wallow in the raw,
unfiltered experiences that nature presented. Craving
a blank spot on the map, McCandless simply threw
the maps away. Leaving behind his desperate parents
and sister, he vanished into the wild. Jon Krakauer
constructs a clarifying prism through which he
reassembles the disquieting facts of McCandless's
short life. Admitting an interst that borders on
obsession, he searches for the clues to the dries and
desires that propelled McCandless. Digging deeply, he
takes an inherently compelling mystery and unravels
the larger riddles it holds: the profound pull of the
American wilderness on our imagination; the allure of
high-risk activities to young men of a certain cast of
mind; the complex, charged bond between fathers
and sons. When McCandless's innocent mistakes turn
out to be irreversible and fatal, he becomes the stuff
of tabloid headlines and is dismissed for his naiveté,
pretensions, and hubris. He is said to have had a
death wish but wanting to die is a very different thing
from being compelled to look over the edge. Krakauer
brings McCandless's uncompromising pilgrimage out
of the shadows, and the peril, adversity , and
renunciation sought by this enigmatic young man are
illuminated with a rare understanding--and not an
ounce of sentimentality. Mesmerizing, heartbreaking,
Into the Wild is a tour de force. The power and
luminosity of Jon Krakauer's stoytelling blaze through
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every page. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Love Don't Live Here No More
The Internet is revolutionizing the way psychologists
conduct behavioral research. This book goes beyond
the basics to teach readers advanced methods for
conducting behavioral research on the Internet. It is
designed for researchers and advanced graduate
students in the behavioral sciences seeking greater
technical detail about research methods.

The Dreaming Void
The New York Times best seller makes the perfect
graduation gift for young adults in the real world! This
ultimate pocket-sized guide for life after school is
filled with information for every step of the road to
adulthood. Just because you’ve got a diploma in hand
doesn’t mean you know everything—especially if it’s
doing laundry, cleaning your house, or acing an
interview. Topics include: · How to Find Your First
Apartment · How to Write the Perfect Résumé · How
to Survive Living with Your Parents · How to Make
(and Stick to!) a Budget · How to Build A Professional
Wardrobe

The Return of the Word Spy (B and W)
This handbook brings together the latest thinking on
the scientific study of closeness and intimacy from
some of the most active and widely recognized
relationship scholars in social and clinical psychology,
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communication studies, and related disciplines. Each
contributing author defines their understanding of the
meaning of closeness and intimacy; summarizes
existing research and provides an overview of a
theoretical framework; presents new ideas,
applications, and previously unstated theoretical
connections; and provides cross-references to other
chapters to further integrate the material. The
Handbook of Closeness and Intimacy will be of
interest to researchers, practitioners, and students
from social, clinical, and developmental psychology;
family studies; counseling; and communication.

Captivate
In this revised and expanded edition of The
Redemptive Self, McAdams shows how redemptive
stories promote psychological health and civic
engagement among contemporary American adults.

The Executive Grapevine
Print+CourseSmart

The Medici Conspiracy
A revelatory look at how our environment
unconsciously yet dramatically shapes the judgments
and decisions we make every day Most of us go
through life believing that we are in control of the
choices we make—that we think and behave almost
independently from the world around us. But as Drunk
Tank Pink illustrates, the truth is our environment
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shapes our thoughts and actions in myriad ways
without our permission or even our knowledge. Armed
with surprising data and endlessly fascinating
examples, Adam Alter addresses the subtle but
substantial ways in which outside forces influence
us—such as color’s influence on mood, our bias in
favor of names with which we identify, and how sunny
days can induce optimism as well as aggression.
Drunk Tank Pink proves that the truth behind our
feelings and actions goes much deeper than the
choices we take for granted every day. Adam Alter's
forthcoming book, Irresistible, will be published by
Penguin Press.

Snoop
"Wish you knew exactly what to say in awkward social
situations? Do you want a formula for charisma? Do
you want to know exactly what to say to your boss,
your date, or your mother-in-law? You need to know
how people work. As a human behavior investigator,
VanessaVanEdwardsstudies the hidden forces that
drive our behavior patterns in her lab--and she's
cracked the code. InCaptivateshe shares a wealth
ofvaluable shortcuts, systems and behavior hacks for
taking charge of their interactions at work, at home,
and in any social situation.These aren't the people
skills you learned in school. This is the first
comprehensive, science backed, real life manual on
human behavior and a completely new approach to
building connections. Just like knowing the right
formulas to use in chemistry, or the right
programming language to write code, the hacks in
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this book are simple ways to solve for people. For
example: -The Social Game Plan: Every party,
networking event and social situation has a
predictable map - discover how to work a room and
the sweet spot for making the most connections. -The
7 Microexpressions: Learn how to speed-read the 7
universal facial expressions and how they can be used
to predict people's emotions. -Conversation Sparks:
All conversations can be hacked--if you know how
certain words generate dopamine in the people you
meet. When you understand the laws of human
behavior you can get along with anyone, and your
influence, impact, and income will increase as a
result. What's more, you will improveyour
interpersonal intelligence, make a killer first
impression, and build rapport quickly and
authentically in any situation--negotiations,
interviews, parties, and pitches. You will never
interact in the same way again"--

Biology 2e
Our best friends, Twitter followers, gal-pals,
bromances, Facebook friends, and long distance
buddies define us in ways we rarely openly
acknowledge. But as a society, we are simultaneously
terrified of being alone and already desperately
lonely. We move through life in packs and friendship
circles and yet, in the most interconnected age, we
are stuck in the greatest loneliness epidemic of our
time. It's killing us, making us miserable and causing
a public health crisis. Increasingly, we don’t just die
alone; we die because we are alone. What if
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meaningful friendships are the solution?Journalist
Kate Leaver believes that friendship is the essential
cure for the modern malaise of solitude, ill health, and
anxiety and that, if we only treated camaraderie as a
social priority, it could affect everything from our
physical health and emotional well being. Her muchanticipated manifesto, The Friendship Cure, looks at
what friendship means, how it can survive, why we
need it, and what we can do to get the most from it.
Why do some friendships last a lifetime, while others
are only temporary? How do you “break up†? with a
toxic friend? How do you make friends as an adult?
Can men and women really be platonic? What are the
curative qualities of friendship, and how we can
deploy friendship to actually live longer, better
lives?From behavioral scientists to besties, Kate
draws upon the extraordinary research from
academics, scientists, and psychotherapists, and
stories from friends of friends, strangers from the
Internet, and her “squad†? to get to the bottom of
these and other facets of friendship. For readers of
Susan Cain’s Quiet and Elizabeth Gilbert’s Big Magic,
The Friendship Cure is a fascinating blend of
accessible “smart thinking,†? investigative journalism,
pop culture, and memoir for anyone trying to navigate
this lonely world, written with the wit, charm, and bite
of a fresh voice.

Call Sign Chaos
Discusses online security and safety for teenagers
covers such topics as downloads, viruses, spyware,
MySpace, identity theft, online predators, blogging,
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and online shopping.

The Bedford Book of Genres
Jason Freeman lives in Malibu - a town full of beautiful
rich kids whose lives revolve around money, fashion,
cars and parties. But these teens hide a dark - and
dangerous secret . . . High Stakes Jason thinks he
must have just about taken all the challenges that can
be thrown at him and Sienna, until Sienna's older
sister, Paige turns up unexpectedly back from college
in Paris. But when Paige's old boyfriend Mark turns
up, things get dangerous. Sienna is missing and being
used as bait between Paige and Mark. Suddenly the
stakes are very high . . . Hunted The vampire clique
are settling in for a good summer. But their peace is
shattered when evidence emerges that there's a
vampire hunter in town. Friends are going missing
and then reappearing with no real memory of what's
happened to them. What's really going on?

Drawn From Paradise: The Discovery, Art
and Natural History of the Birds of
Paradise
Does living with a pet really make people happier and
healthier? What can we learn from biomedical
research with mice? Who enjoys a better quality of
life—–the chicken destined for your dinner plate or the
rooster in a Saturday night cockfight? Why is it wrong
to eat the family dog? Drawing on more than two
decades of research into the emerging field of
anthrozoology, the science of human–animal
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relations, Hal Herzog offers an illuminating
exploration of the fierce moral conundrums we face
every day regarding the creatures with whom we
share our world. Alternately poignant, challenging,
and laugh-out-loud funny—blending anthropology,
behavioral economics, evolutionary psychology, and
philosophy—this enlightening and provocative book
will forever change the way we look at our
relationships with other creatures and, ultimately,
how we see ourselves.
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